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nasal, ~nd sin_ce it is, moreover, an isolated example, it must
be considered ma category of its own. Further it is not limited
to souther11; American E~1glish, b_u~is found in' all English substandard dialects.) American, British and colonial.

7. Prof. C. M. WrsE (Baton Rouge) : ~JYJilitarism and Pacifism.,
Among Phonemes in American

English.

Phonemes in American English are surprisingly like the
nations of the earth : some are militaristic, some are pacific ;
some are satisfied with what they have, some insist on having
colonies; some complain of over-population and invade other
phonemic territory, the occupants of which either fight back,
or flee into the territory of still other phonemes, where they in
turn become invaders ; some, usually separated from neighbors,
if not by mountains or oceans, at least by considerable phonemic
space, remain quietly at home
the Switzerlands and the
Scandinavian countries of the phonemic family of nations.
Now this analogical way of regarding the migration of phonemes and the escapiI1g of sounds from one phoneme to another
is admittedly fanciful, even though convenient. One of its
drawbacks is~the difficulty of saying, when, for instance, ten tm,
becomes pronounced tin tm, whether I has invaded "Eor whether e
has invaded r . Probably any decision is arbitrary. For this
discussion it will be considered that e has invaded r, on the
o-round that, whereas ten retains a spelling usually associated
~rith e, it has appropriated a pronunciation from the r phoneme,
and has thus encroached on r territory. This way·of looking at
the matter has the further advantage of agreeing with the usual
formula of sound change, e. g., e > r.
Considered thus arbitrarily, e may be thought of as a very
ao-QTessivephoneme, its characteristic spellings having attackedit~0 neio-hbors on every side, and appropriated pronunciations
from 1~ re, and e (which in accented syllables in American
English is almost invariably diphthongized to e1).

e>

The question is sometimes raised as to why, in a shift like
them aem > arm, the leap is from e tor rather than from e to e1
since e is the nearest vowel above e. The usual answer is that ~

is a ten~e vowel, while s and I are both lax vowels. In a sense,
then, e 1s not the nearest vowel above, for I is the nearest in th~
front lax series. Apparently, the likelihood of phonemic movement from lax to lax is greater than from lax to tense.
Nevertheless, there is a limited commerce between e and er.
Sub-standard American dialects, particularlv southern shm:v
eclge ed3 > e1d3, leg leg > le1g, keg ksg > ke'1g, beg beg ~ berg,
egg eg > e1g, heacl hed > he1d, bed bed > berd, reel red .~
re1d, etc. ~here are not many of these words, and there seems
no convement way of iden~ifying them by context, except,
perhaps, to note that each 1s a monosyllable, containino- the
0
vovrnl e followed by a voiced plosive or affricate.

The E-spellings have thus far been observed to attack only
·higher phonemic areas. For the most part they seem obsessed
general
only _by a Drang nach oben. However, ;ub-standard
American and mountain English furnish a few examples where
E > re. Thus _keg keg ? kreg,
~eg beg> (in rare instances)
breg, etc.
will be noticed that m keg and beg the vowel shift
. may be e1the~ to e1 or re. In any of the regions of America,
general American, south~rn or eastern, the single word yellow
shows a sub-standard shift; thus, jelo > jrelar--jrela.

!t

I

In sub-standard southern American English, the tendency
of e-srJellings to appropriate the 1 pronunciation is stronger than
even in Anglo-Irish. Any e-sound before m, n or lJ is with great.
frequency pronounced 1. Thus rnen mm> mm, sent or c~nt
or scent sent> smt, many men1 > mmr, any em> m1, eng1.ne
md3an > md3an, bencl bmd > bmd, contempt kantempt >
kantrmpt, .Jenks dzeIJks > dzrIJks, and so on through a very
long list. Get get> grt also ; but since it does not contain 8.:

If e-spellmgs are belligerent, attackino- neighborino- phonemes
on all sides, there is no lack of countir attack up~n e itself·
every one of the tendencies previously recorded here seems t;
·be _accompanied by ~ compensatory reverse tendency. Over
agams~ the last one discussed, e > re, there is re > e. This shift
~hows m sub-standard pronunciations of various forms of to have
111 all the American English dialects. Thus, have hrev > hev
· has hre~ >:hez, had hred ? hed. There is also catch kretf > kEt{
The shift m these words 1s probably of the same origin ~Lsthat
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by which E > I in hen hm > hm. For in 1:,~> hm, the v0v:7el
er> e
is doubtless raised because the tongue anticipates the necessity ,
-1
of rising to the n-position and moves too soon, while e is still
~he e-p~o1;1ememakes a compensatory foray on thee-territory,
.. : l
in the process of being pronounced. In hred > hed, on the other
~is 1f to retaliate for the leg leg > lerg shift. Thus, make meik >
..._f
----1
hand, while theTe is the possibility that d may induce an antimak, take terk > t£k, naked nerk1d-ed > nakid-ad in snbcipatory rise of.the tongue, the change is probably co1nplicated
sta,ndar_d southern speech, and afraid efre1d > afred in all of
by, if not entirely · caused by, conditions of unstressing and
_J
the reg10nal speech forms in America.
restressing, since the forms of to have are incessantly used as
auxilliary verbs and are hence with great frequency p!aced in
i > I
unstressed positions.
·The single word marshmallow ma(r)fmrelo > ma(r)JmElo in
...
:Ii
_Amer~c~nEng]i~h is generally lax, as compared with the more
----:
casual, informal speech in most parts of America, but this
crisp British English. Probably modern British Enalish
is more
0
change is likely one of analogy, arising in the resemblance of
lax than earlier English. In both American and British but
-J particularly in American, standard or sub-standard the tense
mallow to mellow.
"'.1
I
The change from a to e shows also in most of the standard
i > · the lax·d I in context i
r. Thus beer, which , J:udo-ino-by
···---i
o o
I
forms of standard English, particularly that branch of the
vanous
ev1
ence.
su?h
as
the
cognate German Bier bir, must
t
general American called Western Reserve speech (Ohio, Indiana,
t
hf.Ve once been bir, 1s now brn-b1r. Like,vise, we now have here
!
lVIichigan), in words where the vowel is follo,ved by r: thus,
or hea_rma-hrr, apvear aprn-aprr, Lear ha-hr, etc. In sub-standard
!
fair frer > far, care krer > kcr, air rer > er, etc. If ,ve may
American dialects, the principal vowel of here and of perhaps
assume that the r has something to do vvith the shift, producing
a. f~w other ~ords_ has undertaken a second marauding expean anticipatory rise of the tongue so early in the word as to
dition after 111vad1ng r, and has descended into the territory
affect the vowel, we must believe that the southern British
.:.:1, of the next lax vowel, E; thus, here hia-hir > hrn-mr > hee-her
vowel in this class of words must have been raised before the
really, 9ea-9ar. It is noteworthy that the American words
i
post-vocalic r was lost in southern British, since we find there
keep
_the_ accent on the :6,rst element of the diphthong-like
l
fare fea, air ea, etc.
combmatwn ra, whereas 111 southern British the accent has
•·i
'
However, it is interesting to note that in southern British
shifted instead to the second diphthono-al
element proclucino0
0
the re-phoneme lies much higher than in American English,
hear hja:, year.s ja:z, etc.
'
. i.
and hence much closer to e. Consequently the re > e shift is
much more common in southern England, and affect,s many
I > re, m > 1, re > e1
words in which the vowel has never been followed by r. Thus,
man mren > mm, thank 8reIJk > 8eIJk, majesty lmred3ast1 > --=--J·
Occasionally a shift i~ accomplished by an unaccountably
med3ast1, etc.
. long leap. The Appalachian and Ozark Mountain dialects for
~
ex~mple, furnish a limited number of exam.ples of I
~asal
I> e
go~g as far as ~- Thus, thi'!1'g 81IJ?' 8reIJ ; conversely, re leaps
In sub-standard
American English, particularly
southern,
over the long distance to I m the smo·le word can kmn which
the shift of fen fan > fin recorded ante has a vigorous compen?ecomes km in all sub-standard Am:i,·ican speech. Thi~ again
satory accompaniment in the form of an opposite movement.
1s probably largely an unstressing-restressing
phenomenon. In
The context is I
nasal. Thus, since smts > sents, interest
sub-standard southern American, the sino-le
word can't krent >
0
·kemt.
mtarast > entarast, principal prmsapal > prmsapal, been bm >
ben, and the Louisiana town of Minden mmdan > mmdan.
a> :J, a> a> re
In this case there is a strong possibility that many individuals .
use a sound approximately midway between I and e for both
One of the most frequent and strikino- shifts occurs in the
vowels, and that when it is used for E as in Ben bm, it is so
,,deep South". Here words and accented syllables containino·
much too high that the word is heard as bm, whereas when it
the sp~lling ar final o~ plus a consonant an~d not preceded by
is used for r in bin bm, it is so much too low that the word is
. phonet10 w, develop :J mstead of the normal a; thus, car kar >
heard as ben.
ko:, bard bard > b::nd, argue argju > :Jrgju, are ar > :Jr, etc.,
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through a long list. In New England, the same spelling shifts
pronunciation, but instead of invading the phoneme above, it
attacks the ones in front, viz., a and re ; thus, ta.rt tart becomes
standard eastern ta:t and sub-standard tre.t, Harvard hmvad >
ha:vad--hre.vad, park park > pa:k--pre:k, etc.
0

>

oo,

0

>

OU

The ::,-phoneme, assailed from below by a in sub-standard
southern flees into the territorv of o next above; i. e., its
spellings: perhaps crowded by the unwelcome ar-words, and
uncomfortable in the presence of resulting homonyms like card
ka:d-cordkard,farmfo:m-form
fo:m,make a gesture of migration
toward o, and develop no instead of the normal o. This shift
occurs in words spelled with aii, aw, and al; thus .ZVJaiidmod>
mood, hawk hok > hook, talk tok > took, walk wok > waok.
This shift is observably not so complete as in London, where
all ::,l> very nearly oul, Salisbitry Sqiiare solzbarr skwEa >
soulzban skwEa, etc. But North Louisiana and some other
southern areas produce a sub-standard pronunciation in a very
limited number of words with the shift as complete as in England;
thus, on ::,n > oun, gone gon > goun, want wont > wount.
A> E, A> I
Another deep South sub-standard shift, representing a partial
invasion of the I-phoneme by spellings of the 3-phoneme, is .the
diphonization of 3: to 31 in all accented syllables containing the
same phonetic vowel as bird. The spellings may be ear, er, ir, or,
or ur; thus, heard h3rd > hs1d, fern fam > fam, bird b3:d >
bs1d, work. ws:k > w3Ik, bi(;rn bsm > bsm. Sub-standard New
York City speech (lower east side and Brooklyn) makes the·
same shift, sometimes increasing the change by using 01 instead
0£31; thus, bird b3:d may become bo1d. New Orleans goes to the
same extreme on rare occasions, so that bitrn bsm > bom. Both
cities have a bizarre compensatory sub-standard pronunciation
affecting words which normally have m; thus, boil boll > bsrl,
joint d3amt > d3smt, etc.
·
The low back-central A-phoneme is very stable in American
English. That
its spellings remain in 1:..-territory, with· little
incfu1ation to wancleT elsewhere. In this regard, the Americ'an 1:..
is quite in contrast to the British .t:..,which is so much lower and
farther back that it is easily confused with a - as it is indeed
so pronounced by many foreigners who learn English in England
or from British teachers. The American A is only a little lower
and farther back than a, which, except in respect to its greater
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duration, it re8embles considerably. In the limited number of
words where A-spellings wander into other phonemic areas,
the American shift is to E or r. Thus, sitch s1:..tf> sctf-srtf,
ji1,st d3-a.st> d3Est-d31st. These are probably the only words
representative of this sound change.
There are many more such phonemic encroachments
in
American English. Some represent confused shuttling back and
forth between sounds, as in the uncertain words spelled with oo,
like hoof, room, coov, where either u or u may prevail for a
time, disregarding the probably historical u.
And en passant, consonant shifts abound too : vide the case
of Ame~can dark 1, whi?h, as in the London Cockney change
from milk mtlk to mrok, 1s confused with o, and produces, e. g.,
baby-talk pate1dal for potato poterto, even as Latin falcone
faikonE gave rise to French faiicon foko ; or note that t > d;
thus, notice noutas-1s > noudas-rs.
Attention has been called to the difficulty of saying which
is the aggressor in the battle ·of phonemes. Perhaps, after all,
there is no aggressor and no battle. Perhaps we have, instead,
only fugitives-fugitive
spellings like tender and wench concealinothemselves in the company of tinder and winch, or fuaitiv:
sounds like o escaping from the customary a-, aw-, and a-spellings
and hiding among ar-spellings. Obviously, any such manner of
v~ewing the P:obl~11:1is only a figurative one, but it has appreciable values 111 vw1cl11essand clarity.
8. Prof.
of Umlaut.

VIGGO

BR@NDAL(Copenhagen)

The variable Nature

lVIr. Chairmain, Ladies and Gentlemen,
In view of this Congress I have written some pages on Umlautproble1:1s considere~ from the stand-point of phonology. In the
short trme at my dlt'posel I shall however not be able to insist
on more than a few points, and I must renounce on most of the
details.

It is a_ well-known fact that in German the plural of Kiih,
,,a ?ow" 1s Kiihe,
Fuss ,,a foot", Fiisse, and that the comparative and superlative forms of alt ,,old" are alter and a,ltest.
Just in the same way the adjective hoflich is derived from Hof,
the ,,abstract" substantive Glatte from glatt and the verb kalbern
a dialect-form of kalbern - from Kalb.
This change of the principal or stem-vowel
evidently due
to a prepalatal element in the following part of the word - has
been called Umlaut by German Grammarians since the days
of KLoPSTOCK and GRIMM. Analogous phenomena are fouiid
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